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Ten years since the birth of
the revolutionary #3776 CENTURY fountain pen,
DECADE opens up the new era

Forty-four years since the ﬁrst #3776 model was launched
The #3776 model was developed in 1978 in collaboration with the late Mr. Haruo Umeda, a Japanese writer and a
fountain pen collector, in pursuit of the ideal fountain pen. Named after Mount Fujiʼs altitude, Japanʼs highest peak, the
pen conveys the hope of the company to create the best fountain pen in the country.
Thirty-three years later, in 2011, the #3776 “CENTURY” model was launched. Equipped with the “Slip & Seal Mechanism” that prevents ink from drying out, which had been an inevitable problem for a fountain pen, the innovative design
has become Platinum Penʼs iconic model and has been lovingly used by a large number of customers.
In commemoration of the 10th anniversary of the #3776 CENTURY, we are launching a special limited edition to mark
the new beginning of the series. Only 3,776 pcs will be produced for this model.

A tribute to the long-lived history
As a symbol representing the development history and the innovation from the past to the present of #3776 CENTURY, the
limited edition has been designed by incorporating the distinctive gathered surface of the #3776 model into the body of
the current design.
While retaining the visual impressions of the original design, the limited model has adopted a nearly-ﬂat crown, exuding
a nostalgic and elegant feel. A logo commemorating the 10th anniversary is printed on the crown while the tail cap is
engraved with a serial number.

Newly designed 14K gold nib suited for
the commemorative model

The engraving ﬁnish on the cap
ring provides a beautiful shading

The iconic gathered surface of the ﬁrst
#3776 model is incorporated into the
body and the cap

The nearly-ﬂat top and the decoration
exude a nostalgic and elegant feel

A logo commemorating the 10th
anniversary printed on the crown

Comes with a unique serial number
engraved on the tail cap

＃１ Black in black

Exclusive box for 10th anniversary limited edition

Accessories
・10th anniversary special color ink “Fuji-kon” 20 ml
・Converter-800A
・One blue black cartridge ink

The interior packaging with a calming matted
monotone coloring

The box can be inclined by turning the top lid to the rear

#3776 CENTURY 10th anniversary special color ink “Fuji-kon” 20 ml
The ink color is inspired by the image of the dark
blue sky over Mt. Fuji turning into reddish hue of
the rising sun. Enjoy the writing lines that look
reddish depending on the reﬂection of light.

Transformation from the origin to the present

1978〜

2011〜

2022

The ﬁrst #3776 model

The current #3776 CENTURY model

＃3776 CENTURY DECADE

1978〜
In 1978, #3776 was developed in collaboration with
the late Mr. Haruo Umeda, a writer and a fountain
pen collector, in pursuit of an ideal fountain pen.

The late Mr. Haruo Umeda

2011〜
Released 33 years later in 2011, the #3776 Century
model came equipped with the “Slip & Seal
Mechanism” that prevents the ink from drying out,
which had been an inevitable problem for a fountain
pen.
Slip & Seal Mechanism

2022
In commemoration of the 10th anniversary of the
#3776 CENTURY, a special limited edition is
brought to life to mark the new beginning of the
series.

The gold nib remodeled for
the ﬁrst in 10 years
Our never-ending pursuit for the ideal fountain pen that led
to the creation of #3776 will be passed on to the next
models of the #3776 CENTURY. This time, in creating the
special limited edition, we have also developed a new pen
nib, which has a linear form reminiscent of the
original #3776 nib. Yet, using the current nib design as a
base, a new writing feel with great ﬂexibility is achieved.
As shown in the comparison of the nibʼs ﬂexibility on the
left, the new pen nib is soft and ﬂexible. The curve of the
graph indicates that the new nib allows you to easily adjust
ﬂexibility with the writing pressure applied.
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Standard: #3776 Century F Nib
New F Nib
Soft: #3776 Century SF Nib

History 1978 〜 2022
1978

The #3776 model was developed in
1978 in collaboration with the late
Mr. Haruo Umeda, a Japanese writer
and a fountain pen collector, in
pursuit of the ideal fountain pen.
Named after Mount Fujiʼs altitude,
Japanʼs highest peak, the pen
conveys the hope of the company to
create the best fountain pen.

1979

1982

1985
1987

1989

2011
To improve #3776, spending 5 years
for full model change and released
#3776 Century with the “Slip & Seal
Mechanism” that prevents ink from
drying out, which had been an
inevitable problem for a fountain pen,
the innovative design has become
Platinum Penʼs iconic model and has
been lovingly used by a large number
of customers.

2012

2013

2016

2017
2018

2022

Accessories
Product name Fountain pen

Box

Exc l u s i ve b o x

Product number

PNB-40000

Cartridge ink

One blue black ink

Barrel color

#1 Black in black

Converter

Converter-800A

Nib

Fine

M edium

Bottle ink

One special color ink

Product code

1193012

1193013

Refill

JAN Code

4977114102127

4977114102134

Cartridge ink

SPSQ-400, SPN-100A, SPC-200, SPG-500

Printing/Engraving

Not available

Grip ring, gold ring, upper ring, rear ring : gold plating on brass

Release date

August 2022

Clip : gold plating on beryllium copper

Production quantity

3,776 pieces limited

Specifications
Size

133.5 mm (full length) × 15.4mm (max. diameter), weight 20.4g

Material

Barrel, cap, grip, crown : AS resin

Nib : 14K gold

The #3776 CENTURY series is equipped with the
Slip & Seal Mechanism that prevents ink from
drying out in the pen with a complete airtightness

Changes of the amount of ink by
time with a cap
*Pen placed horizontally containing a full
ink cartridge (1.2ml) at a room
temperature (cool and dark place).
*The cap should be tightly closed.
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